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We discuss the Riemann problem and the existence of weak solutions to a
dynamic phase transition problem. To estimate the wave strength of outgoing
waves containing the phase boundary, we obtain the reflection and transmission
coefficients for phase boundary. Then, employing the entropy rate admissibility
criterion and the initiation criterion, we prove the existence of global weak
solutions via Glimm scheme.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
We discuss the existence of global weak solutions to a hyperbolicelliptic
mixed system describing a phase transition problem. The system is given by
vt&ux=0,
(1.1)
ut& f (v)x=0,
where v, u, and f are strain, velocity, and stress, respectively. We assume
that f is a smooth nonmonotone function of v as depicted in Fig. 1.1. It is
important to note that if f $ is non-negative, the system is hyperbolic and
if f $ is negative, the system is elliptic. In our case there are two intervals
(0,:] and [;, ) where the system is hyperbolic. They are called the
:-phase and ;-phase, respectively. The interval (:, ;) is called the spinodal
region and is physically unobservable.
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FIGURE 1.1
We discuss the existence of global solutions for (1.1) in the space of BV
using Glimm scheme. The initial data is given by
(v, u)(x, 0)=(v, u)oo (x)#{
(vL , uL),
(vg(x), ug(x)),
(vh(x), uh(x)),
(vR , uR),
x&M,
&M<x<0,
0<x<M,
M<x,
where (vL , uL) and (vR , uR) are constant states, M is a positive constant.
In what follows, we use (vL , uL) and (v, u)L interchangeably. This conven-
tion applies to others. We assume the following conditions for the initial
data.
1. (vg(x), ug(x)) and (vh(x), uh(x)) are close to (vL , uL) and (vR , uR),
respectively, in the total variation norm and uoo(x) is small in total
variation.
2. vg(x) and vL are in the :-phase and close to v: , and vh(x) and vR
are in the ;-phase and close to v; . uoo(x) is close to a constant uc .
Therefore, we assume that
’=TVx<0 |(vg(x), ug(x))&(vL , uL)|+TVx>0 |(vh(x), uh(x))&(vR , uR)|
+|vL&v: |+|vR&v; |+|uL&uc |+|uR&uc |
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is small. This condition will be discussed further in the beginning of
Section 5.
As in the hyperbolic systems of conservation laws, the weak solution for
the mixed-type problem is not unique. The main admissibility criterion we
use is the entropy rate admissibility criterion which was proposed by
Dafermos for the hyperbolic systems of conservation laws. This criterion
roughly says that the rate of entropy production is the smallest for the
admissible solution. It is interesting to see if this criterion is extended for
the conservation laws of mixed-type. A crucial step in the Glimm scheme
is to estimate the strength of outgoing waves for the wave interaction
involving the phase boundary. We use the fact that if the speed of the phase
boundary is small, the incoming wave of the other family is at most one.
We combine this with the entropy rate admissibility criterion so that the
outgoing waves satisfy the entropy rate admissibility criterion. This will be
discussed in Section 4. Another interesting issue is whether the approximate
solution constructed by the Glimm scheme converges to an entropy satisfying
solution. It turn out that the relation between the entropy condition and the
entropy rate admissibility criterion is not as clear as in the hyperbolic case;
see [14]. This issue will be discussed in a forthcoming paper.
Modeling phase transition phenomena in solid from continuum
mechanics is becoming popular. The Riemann problem of system (1.1) was
discussed in various literature. James [18] initiated the Riemann problem
for this type of problem. Different admissibility criteria were used to select
a physically relevant solution. Abeyaratne and Knowles [1] discuss it
using the kinetic relation and the initiation criterion. Hattori [12, 13] used
the entropy rate admissibility criterion proposed by Dafermos [3, 4] for
hyperbolic systems. Shearer [23] considered the problem assuming that all
the stationary phase boundaries are admissible. Keyfitz [19] discussed the
Riemann problem from the point of view of the ‘‘hysteresis’’ approach. As
far as the Cauchy problem is concerned, Le Floch [20] has shown the
existence of global solutions for a trilinear system in BV space. He con-
sidered more general initial data. Pego and Serre [22] considered the
instability of Glimm scheme. Another approach is to add the higher spacial
derivatives of v and u to smooth out the shock discontinuities and phase
boundaries. Slemrod [25, 26] discussed the effects of viscosity and
capillarity and proposed the viscosity-capillarity criterion. Shearer [24]
considered the issue of nonuniqueness for the Riemann problem using this
criterion. Slemrod [27] also discussed the limiting viscosity approach. Fan
extended this approach and obtained series of results [5, 6, 7, 8]. The
results of Fan and Slemrod are summarized in [9]. Hattori and
Mischaikow [15] considered the soft loading problem with viscosity and
capillarity. Hsiao [17], Hoff and Khodja [16], and Pego [21] considered
the role of the viscosity.
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This paper consists of four sections. In Section 2 we discuss the
preliminary necessary for this paper. Specifically we discuss the admissi-
bility criteria that we employ in this paper. They are the entropy rate
admissibility criterion and the initiation criterion. Section 3 concerns the
properties of the Riemann problem. We discuss one phase boundary and
two phase boundaries. We discuss the necessity of the initiation criterion.
In Section 4 we discuss the estimate of the strength of the outgoing waves
when the phase boundary is involved. We also obtain the reflection and
transmission coefficients of the elementary waves with the phase boundary.
In Section 5 we discuss the existence and the asymptotic behavior of weak
solutions using the Glimm scheme. The existence of global solutions is
sought in the space of BV.
2. PRELIMINARIES
In this section we summarize the preliminaries necessary for this paper.
1. Phases. We start from a few more definitions concerning the con-
stitutive relation f. In Fig. 1.1 the horizontal line for which the areas A and
B are equal is called the Maxwell stress. The values of v at which the
Maxwell stress intersect f are denoted by v: and v; , respectively. The states
(0,v:] and [v; , ) are stable, (v: , :] and [;, v;) are metastable, and (:, ;)
is unstable and physically unobservable.
2. Elementary waves. We call the rarefaction wave and the shock
wave the elementary waves. The backward rarefaction curve Rr1((vo , uo))
and the backward shock curve S r1((vo , uo)) through (vo , uo) are the set of
(v, u) connected to (vo , uo) on the right by the respective waves. They
satisfy the following relations:
Rarefaction curve:
u=uo+|
v
vo
*(w)dw, {vvovvo
if f is convex,
if f is concave.
Shock curve:
u=uo+_(vo , v)(v&vo), {vvovvo
if f is convex,
if f is concave,
where *(w)=- f $(w) and _(vo , v)=- ( f (v)& f (vo))(v&vo) . The forward
rarefaction and shock curves Rr2((vo , uo)), S
r
2((vo , uo)) are defined in a
similar manner:
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Rarefaction curve:
u=uo&|
v
vo
*(w) dw, {vvovvo
if f is convex,
if f is concave,
Shock curve:
u=uo&_(vo , v)(v&vo), {vvovvo
if f is convex,
if f is concave.
We define Rl1((vo , uo)), S
l
2((vo , uo)), R
l
2((vo , uo)), and S
l
2((vo , uo)) are
defined as the sets of (v, u) connected to (vo , uo) on the left by the corre-
sponding waves. If the above inequalities are reversed, we obtain the
corresponding relations. We measure the wave strength of the elementary
waves by \|v&vo |, where the plus sign is for the rarefaction waves and the
minus sign is for the shock waves.
3. Phase boundary. A phase boundary is the line of discontinuity
in the xt-plane across which the phase changes. It satisfies the Rankine
Hugoniot condition. The phase boundary curve Pr((vo , uo)) (or
Pl((vo , uo))) is the set of (v, u) connected to (vo , uo) on the right (or left)
by the phase boundary and satisfies the following relations:
u=uo&_(vo , v)(v&vo),
where _(vo , v)=\- ( f (v)& f (vo))(v&vo ) and vo and v are in the
different phases. We measure the wave strength of the phase boundary by
|v&vo |.
4. Admissibility criteria. The weak solutions for (1.1) are not unique
and to choose a physically relevant solution we employ admissibility
criteria. There are two criteria that we use in this paper. The entropy rate
admissibility criterion is the criterion that was proposed by Dafermos
[3, 4]. This criterion roughly says that the rate of entropy production is
the smallest for the admissible solution. The entropy (the energy) for (1.1)
is given by
H= 12u
2+| f (v) dv.
The rate of decay of the total energy is given by
E#D+H= :
jump discontinuties
_(v& , v+) A(v& , v+), (2.1)
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where _(v& , v+) is the speed of the jump discontinuity and
A(v& , v+)=_ 12 ( f (v&)+ f (v+))(v+&v&)&|
v+
v&
f (w) dw& .
Here v& and v+ are the values of v on the left and right of a jump discon-
tinuity. We denote
E(v& , v+)=_(v& , v+) A(v& , v+).
The entropy rate admissibility criterion postulates that the solution is
admissible if it solves (1.1) and minimizes (2.1). It is not easy to use this
criterion with the Glimm scheme. We will be content with using the
criterion for the Riemann problems involving the phase boundary only.
Another criterion that we impose is the initiation criterion which was
used in [1] and [20]. This criterion insists that no new phase occurs from
any point except when no solution exists without the creation of a new
phase and it ensures that spontaneous initiation of a new phase cannot
occur from two nearby initial states in the same phase. As we will see, this
criterion conflicts with the entropy rate admissibility criterion; see Lemmas
3.2 and 3.3. We assume that the initiation criterion is stronger than the
entropy rate admissibility criterion.
5. Glimm scheme. Let %=[%n] be a sequence of random numbers
uniformly distributed in (&1, 1); we may assume that % is an equi-
distributed sequence in (&1, 1). Let m and n be integers satisfying m+n=
odd and n0. We define
Nm, n=((m+%n) h, nk), n0,
to be sample points. The upper xt-plane is divided by diamond shaped
domains qm, n defined by vertices Nm, n+1 , Nm&1, n , Nm, n&1 , Nm+1, n . We
denote these vertices by N, W, S, E, respectively. A curve consisting of
segments joining Nm, n to Nm+1, n+1 and Nm, n to Nm+1, n&1 is called
I-curve. We denote by Jnk the I-curve consisting of the NW and NE sides
of the diamonds centered at t=nk. We define J o to be the I-curve of
the diamonds centered at t=0. It is possible to have a partial ordering
of the I-curves. We denote by J1J2 , if J2 lies in the future of J1 . The
approximation scheme is defined as follows. We choose
(v, u)h, % (Nm, o)=(v, u)oo ((m+%o)h).
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Assume that (v, u)h, % is defined at (x, t)=Nm&1, n , Nm+1, n . To define
(v, u)h, % (Nm, n+1), we solve the Riemann problem
vt&ux=0,
(m&1) hx(m+1) h, nk<t<(n+1)k,
ut& f (v)x=0,
(v, u)(x, nk)={(v, u)h, % (Nm&1, n) (m&1) hx<mh(v, u)h, % (Nm+1, n) mh<x(m+1) h.
Then we define
(v, u)h, % (Nm, n+1)=(v, u)(Nm, n+1).
We also define
(v, u)h, % (x, t)=(v, u)(x, t) (m&1)hx(m+1) h, nk<t<(n+1) k.
We define the incoming waves a and b with respect to qm, n to be the
elementary waves issuing from ((m&1) h, (n&1) k) and ((m+1)h,
(n&1)k), respectively and entering qm, n . We define the outgoing waves c
to be the elementary waves issuing from (mh, nk). The strengths of these
waves are defined as follows:
a=(a1 , a2), if there is no phase boundary,
a=(a1 , P, a2), if there is a phase boundary,
where the subscripts 1 and 2 denote the backward and forward waves,
respectively. We use the words wave family to denote the outgoing waves
from a diamond or the incoming waves to a diamond originating from a
Riemann problem. If a=(a1 , a2) and b=(b1 , b2) are two waves crossing J
and a is lying to the left of b, we say that ai and bj are approaching
provided that either (i) i> j or (ii) i= j and at least one of them is a shock.
We denote by P(J) the phase boundary crossing J and by W(J ) the collec-
tion of the rarefaction and shock waves crossing J. We also denote by
Wa(J ) the subset of W(J ) which approaches the phase boundary P(J ). We
define
L(J )= :
a # W(J )
|a|.
Then L(J )+|P(J)| measures the total variation of (v, u)h, % (x, t) on J.
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3. RIEMANN PROBLEM
In this section we study the properties of the Riemann problems which
are the building block of the Glimm scheme. This is a special initial value
problem of (1.1) in which the initial data is given by
(v, u)(x, 0)={(vl , ul)(vr , ur)
x<0,
x>0,
where vl , ul , vr , and ur are constants. We first discuss the case where vl
and vr are given in the different phases and then the case where vl and vr
are given in the same phases.
We start with the case in which vl and vr are given in the different
phases. We assume without loss of generality that vl is in the :-phase and
vr is in the ;-phase. As in Section 2 we require that vl and vr are close
to v: and v; , respectively, and ul and ur are close. We seek a self-similar
solution in which constants states are separated by the elementary waves
and the phase boundaries. Specifically, we look for a solution in which the
constant states are separated by the backward wave, one phase boundary,
and the forward wave. Whether or not one phase boundary is enough is an
important question. This question will be discussed in a future publication.
As far as the trilinear case is concerned, it has been shown in [1] that one
phase boundary is enough. We consider the solution to the Riemann
problem where vl and vr are in the :-phase and ; -phase, respectively. In
what follows we assume that the constant states (vl , ul), (v1 , u1), (v2 , u2),
and (vr , ur) are separated by a backward wave, a phase boundary, and a
forward wave. We regard v1 as the independent variable and derive the
differential equations governing v1 and v2 and the derivatives of the entropy
rate. The derivation is brief since this was done in [12]. We have four possible
cases because there two possibilities for the backward and forward waves.
(i) Both backward and forward waves are rarefaction waves.
(ii) The backward wave is a rarefaction wave and the forward wave
is a shock.
(iii) The backward wave is a shock and the forward wave is a
rarefaction wave.
(iv) Both backward and forward waves are shocks.
In Case (i) we have
E=Ep=_p A(v1 , v2),
(3.1)
ul+|
v1
vl
*(w) dw&_p(v2&v1)&|
vr
v2
*(w) dw=ur ,
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where *(w)=- f $(w) and _p=\- ( f2& f1 )(v2&v1 ) (+ for the forward
and & for the backward phase boundary). Differentiating (3.1), we obtain
dv2
dv1
=
(*1+_p)2
(*2&_p)2
.
In Case (ii) we obtain
E=Ep+Ef=_pA(v1 , v2)+_fA(v2 , vr),
ul+|
v1
vl
*(w) dw&_p(v2&v1)&_f (vr&v2)=ur ,
dv2
dv1
=
_f (*1+_p)2
(_f&_p)(*22&_f_p)
,
where _f=- ( fr& f2 )(vr&v2 ). In Case (iii) we see
E=Eb+Ep=&_bA(vl , v1)+_p A(v1 , v2),
ul+_b(v1&vl)&_p(v2&v1)&|
vr
v2
*(w) dw=ur ,
dv2
dv1
=
(_b+_p)(*21+_b_p)
_b(*2&_p)2
,
where _b=- ( f1& fl )(v1&vl ). In Case (iv) we get
E=Eb+Ep+Ef=&_bA(vl , v1)+_pA(v1 , v2)+_fA(v2 , vr),
ul+_b(v1&vl)&_p(v2&v1)&_f (vr&v2)=ur ,
dv2
dv1
=
_f (_b+_p)(*21+_b _p)
_b(_f&_p)(*22&_f_p)
.
The derivatives of entropy rate are given by
dEb
dv1
=&
1
4_b
(*21&_
2
b) A1l ,
dEp
dv1
=
1
4_p {
dv2
dv1
(*22&_
2
p) A21&(*
2
1&_
2
p) A12=,
dEf
dv1
=&
1
4_f
dv2
dv1
(*22&_
2
b) A2r ,
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where
A1l=3f1& fl&
2 v1vl f (w) dw
v1&vl
,
A21=3f2& f1&
2 v2v1 f (w) dw
v2&v1
,
A12=3f1& f2&
2 v2v1 f (w) dw
v2&v1
,
A2r=3f2& fr&
2 vrv2 f (w) dw
vr&v2
.
The following lemma asserts that if vl and vr are close to v: and v; , respec-
tively, and ul and ur are close, the solution of the Riemann problem with
dEdv1=0 locally minimizes the entropy rate.
Lemma 3.1. There exists a neighborhood of vl=v: , vr=v; , ul=uc , and
ur=uc , where uc is a constant, such that the Riemann problem has a solution
which satisfies locally the entropy rate admissibility criterion.
Proof. Denote dEdv1 by F(v1 ; vl , vr , ul , ur). Then, in each case of (i)
to (iv) we have
dv2
dv1 } vl=v1=v: , vr=v2=v;=
*1 2
*2 2
.
We can easily show that
F(v: ; v: , v; , uc , uc)=0,
dF
dv1
(v: ; v: , v; , uc , uc)=3*31(*1+*2)*2>0.
Therefore the implicit function theorem applies. K
Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 show that the initiation criterion is necessary for
Sections 4 and 5.
Lemma 3.2. Suppose vl is in the :-phase and vr is in the ;-phase. If f is
convex in the neighborhoods of v: and v; , then there exist the solutions to the
Riemann problem in which one of the middle constant states is in the
metastable region even if both vl and vr are in the stable states.
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Proof. We construct an example in which we have such a case. Con-
sider the case where the forward and backward waves are the rarefaction
waves. In this case the derivative of the entropy rate is given by
dE
dv1
=
1
4_p {
dv2
dv1
(*22&_
2
p) A21&(*
2
1&_
2
p) A12=
=
*1+_p
*2&_p {(*1+*2) A(v1 , v2)(v2&v1)+(*1 *2+_2p) _p(v2&v1)].
Set the inside of braces by F1(v1, v2). F1(v1, v2)=0 gives a relation between
v1 and v2 , which give the local minimum of the entropy rate. We see that
F1(v:, v;)=0 and (F1 v2)(v:, v;){0. Therefore, there is a unique
solution v2=v2(v1) and its derivative is given by
dv2
dv1
=&
F1
v1
F1
v2
=&
&*31*2+
1
2 (*1+*2) *
2
1 _p+O(_
2
p+|A(v1 , v2) _p | )
*1*32+
1
2 (*1+*2) *
2
2_p+O(_
2
p+|A(v1 , v2) _p | )
.
This is positive near the Maxwell stress. This shows that v2 is a monotoni-
cally increasing function of v1 near the Maxwell stress. Since actually F1
does not depend on vl or vr in this case, it is easy to construct the Riemann
problem in which vl and vr are given, respectively, in the stable states in
the :-phase and in the ;-phase and one of v1 or v2 is in the metastable state
of the :-phase or the ;-phase. As an example, we discuss the case where f
is convex near the Maxwell stress in both phases. We pick v 1 near v: and
an arbitrary u1 . For definiteness we assume v 1<v: . We choose v 2 in the
;-phase according to F1=0 and u2 according to the RankineHugoniot
condition for the phase boundary. This v 2 should satisfy v 2<v; . We should
choose v 1 so that Lemma 3.1 applies with v 1 . Now we choose (vl , ul) on
the backward rarefaction curve Rl1(v 1 , u1) through (v 1 , u1) and (vr , ur) on
the forward rarefaction curve Rr2(v 2 , u2) through (v 2 , u2). Note that
v 1<vl<v: and v 2<v;<vr should be satisfied. Since the rarefaction wave
does not contribute to the entropy rate, this is always possible. K
Next, we consider the case where vl , vr are specified in the same phase.
For definiteness we consider the case where vl , vr are specified in the
:-phase. We have two possibilities. One is the case where (vl , ul) and
(vr , ur) are connected with the backward and forward waves. In this case
we denote the middle constant state by (vm , um). We assume that there is
a constant state v
*
satisfying f (v
*
)= f (vm) in the ;-phase. The other case
is where they are connected with the backward wave, even number of
phase boundaries, and the forward wave. Our aim here is to show that if
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vm is above the Maxwell stress, there is a solution with phase boundaries
which has the lower entropy rate than the solution without phase bound-
ary. We restrict the discussion to the case where we have at most two phase
boundaries. In this case if there are two phase boundaries, we have a two
parameter family of solutions. We denote the constant states by (vl , ul),
(v1 , u1), (v2 , u2), (v3 , u3), and (vr , ur), where these constant states are
connected by the backward wave, two phase boundaries, and the
forward wave. The speeds of two phase boundaries are denoted by
_pb and _pf , respectively, where |_pb |=- ( f2& f1 )(v2&v1 ), |_pf |=
- ( f3& f2 )(v3&v2 ), and _pb_pf . We choose v2 and u2 as independent
variables. We have four possible cases because there are two possibilities
for the backward and forward waves.
(i) Both backward and forward waves are rarefaction waves.
(ii) The backward wave is a rarefaction wave and the forward wave
is a shock.
(iii) The backward wave is a shock and the forward wave is a
rarefaction wave.
(iv) Both backward and forward waves are shocks.
First consider the possible connections between (vl , ul) and (v2 , u2). If the
backward wave is a rarefaction wave, we have
u2=ul+|
v1
vl
*(w) dw&_pb(v2&v1). (3.2)
We regard v1 and v3 as functions of v2 and u2 and take partial derivatives.
Then, we obtain
v1
v2
=
_2pb+*
2
2
(*1+_pb)2
,
v1
u2
=
2_pb
(*1+_pb)2
. (3.3)
If the backward wave is a shock, we see
u2=ul+_b(v1&vl)&_pb(v2&v1), (3.4)
v1
v2
=
_b(_2pb+*
2
2)
(_b+_pb)(*21+_b_pb)
,
v1
u2
=
2_b_pb
(_b+_pb)(*21+_b _pb)
. (3.5)
Consider the connection between (v2 , u2) and (vr , ur). If the forward
wave is a rarefaction wave, we see
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ur=u2&_pf (v3&v2)&|
vr
v3
*(w) dw, (3.6)
v3
v2
=
_2pf+*
2
2
(*3&_pf)2
,
v3
u2
=
2_pf
(*3&_pf)2
. (3.7)
If the forward wave is a shock, we have
ur=u2&_pf (v3&v2)&_f (vr&v3), (3.8)
v3
v2
=
_f (_2pf+*
2
2)
(_f&_pf)(*23&_f _pf)
,
v3
u2
=
2_f _pf
(_f&_pf)(*23&_f _pf)
. (3.9)
Set Epb=_pbA(v1 , v2) and Epf=_pf A(v2 , v3). The derivatives of the
entropy rates are given by
Eb
v2
=Bb
v1
v2
,
Eb
u2
=Bb
v1
u2
,
Epb
v2
=Bpb
v1
v2
+Cpb ,
Epb
u2
=Bpb
v1
u2
,
Epf
v2
=Bpf
v3
v2
+Cpf ,
Epf
u2
=Bpf
v3
u2
,
Ef
v2
=Bf
v3
v2
,
Ef
u2
=Bf
v3
u2
,
where
Bb=&
1
4_b
(*21&_
2
b) \3f1& fl&
2 v1vl f (w) dw
v1&vl + ,
Bpb=&
1
4_pb
(*21&_
2
pb) \3f1& f2&
2 v2v1 f (w) dw
v2&v1 + ,
Cpb=
1
4_pb
(*22&_
2
pb) \3f2& f1&
2 v2v1 f (w) dw
v2&v1 + ,
Bpf =
1
4_pf
(*23&_
2
pf) \3f3& f2&
2 v3v2 f (w) dw
v3&v2 + ,
Cpf =&
1
4_pf
(*22&_
2
pf) \3f2& f3&
2 v3v2 f (w) dw
v3&v2 + ,
Bf =
1
4_f
(*23&_
2
f ) \3f3& fr&
2 vrv3 f (w) dw
vr&v3 + .
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We define
A12=3f1& f2&
2 v2v1 f (w) dw
v2&v1
,
A21=3f2& f1&
2 v2v1 f (w) dw
v2&v1
,
A32=3f3& f2&
2 v2v3 f (w) dw
v2&v3
,
A23=3f2& f3&
2 v2v3 f (w) dw
v2&v3
.
In what follows, we show a lemma concerning the relation between the
Maxwell stress and the phase boundaries.
Lemma 3.3. Suppose vm is in the metastable state. Then there exist
solutions to the Riemann problem with two phase boundaries which have the
smaller entropy rate than the solution with no phase boundaries.
Proof. We discuss the case where vm is in the : -phase. Note that if vm
is in the metastable state, A(vm , v*) is positive. We compute the derivatives
of the entropy rate for the phase boundaries with respect to v2 . We
set v1=v3=vm and u1=u3=u2 at v2=v* so that the entropy rate of the
solution with two phase boundary is the same as the entropy rate for the
solution with no phase boundary at v2=v*. If the backward wave is a
rarefaction wave, we have
Epb
v2
=Bpb
v1
v2
+Cpb
=
1
*1+_pb
[*22A(v1 , v2)(v2&v1)+*1*
2
2_pb(v2&v1)
&*1_pbA(v1 , v2)(v2&v1)+_4pb(v2&v1)].
It is not difficult to see that near _pb=0 this is positive if A(v1 , v2) is
positive. If the backward wave is a shock, we have
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Epf
v2
=Bpb
v1
v2
+Cpb
=
1
(_b+_pb)(*21+_b _pb)
__14 (*21+_2b)(*22&_2pb) A21+_b*21*22_pb(v2&v1)
&_b(*21&*
2
2) _
2
pbA(v1 , v2)(v2&v1)&_b_
5
pb(v2&v1)& .
The inside the bracket can be rewritten as follows:
[[ 12*
2
2(*
2
1+_
2
b)+_b*
2
2 _pb]
&[_b*21+
1
2 (*
2
1+_
2
b) _pb] _pb] A(v1 , v2)(v2&v1)
+[[_b*21 *
2
2+
1
2 (*
2
1+_
2
b) *
2
2_pb]&[
1
2 (*
2
1+_
2
b)+_b_pb] _
3
pb]
__pb(v2&v1).
It is not difficult to see that near _pb=0 this is positive if A(v1 , v2) is
positive. If the forward wave is a rarefaction wave, we have
Epf
v2
=Bpf
v3
v2
+Cpf
=
1
*3&_pf
[*22A(v3 , v2)(v2&v3)&*3*
2
2 _pf (v2&v3)
+*3_pf A(v3 , v2)(v2&v3)+_4pf (v2&v3)].
It is easy to see that near _pf=0 this is positive if A(v3 , v2) is positive. If
the forward wave is a shock, we have
Epf
v2
=Bpf
v3
v2
+Cpf
=
1
(_f&_pf)(*23&_f _pf) _
1
4
*22(*
2
3+_
2
pf) A23&_f *
2
3*
2
2_pf (v2&v3)
&_f (*23&*
2
2) _
2
pf A(v3 , v2)(v2&v3)+4_f _
5
pf (v2&v3)& .
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The inside of the brackets is expressed as follows:
[[ 12*
2
2(*
2
3+_
2
f )&_f *
2
2_pf]
+[_f *23+
1
2 (*
2
3+_
2
f ) _pf] _pf] A(v3 , v2)(v2&v3)
&[[_f *22*
2
3&
1
2 (*
2
3+_
2
f ) *
2
2_pf]+[
1
2 (*
2
3+_
2
f )&_f _pf] _
3
pf]
__pf (v2&v3).
It is easy to see that near _pf=0 this is positive if A(v3 , v2) is positive.
Therefore, in all cases the derivatives of entropy rate with respect to v2 for
the phase boundaries are positive. As we decrease v2 from v*, we see the
solutions with two phase boundaries have the lower entropy rate than the
solution with no phase boundary, provided that
}Ebv2 }+ }
Ef
v2 }<
Epb
v2
+
Epf
v2
holds at v2=v*. This is always possible since the left-hand side can be
made arbitrarily small. K
4. INTERACTION OF WAVES
In this section we consider the interaction of the elementary waves with
the phase boundary in a diamond. This is important for the Glimm
scheme. We consider the case where the wave entering from the left is the
forward wave and the phase boundary is contained in the waves entering
from the right. There are two cases depending on whether the forward
wave of the right family enters the diamond. These two cases are depicted
in Figs. 4.1 and 4.2.
These are the two cases we need to consider if the phase boundary is in
the right family of the entering waves, provided that the speed of the phase
boundary is close to zero. In the next section we prove that the speed of
the phase boundary remains small for positive t. The case where the phase
boundary is in the left family of incoming wave is discussed in the similar
manner.
In this section, we consider the case where the diamond is centered at
t=k. The following lemma concerns the case where the forward wave of
the right family enters the diamond.
Lemma 4.1. Suppose that the state to the left of the phase boundary is in
the :-phase and close to v: and the state to the right of the phase boundary
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FIGURE 4.1
is in the ;-phase and close to v; . Assume that the forward wave of the
right family enters the diamond. Then, there exist neighborhoods of v: , v; ,
such that if vo , vl , and vr are specified in these neighborhoods, we have the
following relation between the incoming waves and the outgoing waves:
c1=b1+
*1
(*1+*2)
a2+O( |a2 | ( |b1 |+|b2 |+|a2 |+|_p | )),
c2=b2+
*21
(*1+*2) *2
a2+O( |a2 | ( |b1 |+|b2 |+|a2 |+|_p | )), (4.1)
Po=Pi+\1&*1*2+ a2+O( |a2 | ( |b1 |+|b2 |+|a2 |+|_p | )).
Proof. Since the forward wave entering from the left has two
possibilities and the backward wave and forward wave have each two
possibilities, we have eight cases to consider. In this proof we consider only
two cases. The other cases are treated similarly. We start from the case
where the waves entering from the right consist of the backward rarefaction
wave, the phase boundary, and the forward rarefaction wave and the wave
entering from the left is the forward rarefaction wave. We now denote the
constant states by (vo, uo), (vl , ul), (v1 , u1), (v2 , u2), and (vr , ur). In this
case the minimum of the entropy rate for the waves is given by
dE
dv1
=
1
4_p {
dv2
dv1
(*22&_
2
p) A21&(*
2
1&_
2
p) A12=
=
*1+_p
*2&_p
[(*1+*2) A(v1 , v2)(v2&v1)+(*1*2+_2p) _p(v2&v1)]=0.
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FIGURE 4.2
We set the inside of braces by F1(v1, v2 ; vl , vr). Then, F1=0 gives the
relation between v1 and v2 for given vl and vr . (In this case F1 actually
does not depend on vl and vr .) We also have
ul+|
v1
vl
*(w) dw&_p(v2&v1)&|
vr
v2
*(w) dw=ur . (4.2)
Now consider the process in which we change (vl , ul) along the forward
wave curve through (vo , uo). Then, we have
F1
v1
dv1
dvl
+
F1
v2
dv2
dvl
=0,
where
F1
v1
=(*1+*2) \
1
2
*21&
f1(v2&v1)&v2v1 f (w) dw
(v2&v1)2 ++
f "1
2*1
A(v1 , v2)
(v2&v1)
+_p \ *22*1 f "1(v2&v1)&*21+_2p+&
1
2_p
(*1*2+_2p)(*
2
1+_
2
p),
F1
v2
=(*1+*2) \
1
2
*22&
f1(v2&v1)&v2v1 f (w) dw
(v2&v1)2 ++
f "2
2*2
A(v1 , v2)
(v2&v1)
+_p \ *12*2 f "2(v2&v1)+*22&_2p++
1
2_p
(*1*2+_2p)(*
2
2+_
2
p),
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and from (4.2) we see
(*1+_p)2
dv1
dvl
&(*2&_p)2
dv2
dvl
=2_p \*l&duldvl + .
Since (vl , ul) moves along the forward rarefaction curve through (vo , uo),
we have
uo&|
vl
vo
*(w) dw=ul , or
dul
dvl
=&*l .
Therefore, we obtain a 2x2 system of equations
\a11a21
a12
a22+ \
dv1
dvl
dv2
dvl+=\ 04_p*l+ ,
where
a11= &*31*2+(*1+*2) *
2
1_p+O(_
2
p+|A(v1 , v2) _p | ),
a12=*1*32+(*1+*2) *
2
2_p+O(_
2
p+|A(v1 , v2) _p | ),
a21=*21+2*1 _p+_
2
p ,
a22=&*22+2*2 _p&_
2
p .
Denote the above matrix by A. Then,
det A=&4(*1+*2) *21*
2
2_p+O(_
2
p+|A(v1 , v2) _p | ).
Therefore, we see
dv1
dvl
=&
1
det A
(4*1*32 *l _p+O(_
2
p))
=
*2
(*1+*2)
+O( |vl&v1 |+|_p | )>0,
dv2
dvl
=&
1
det A
(4*31*2 *l _p+O(_
2
p))
=
*21
(*1+*2) *2
+O( |vl&v1 |+|_p | )>0.
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Next, we discuss the case where the backward wave and the forward
waves entering from the right are shocks and also the forward wave enter-
ing from the left is a shock. In this case the minimum of the entropy rate
for the waves entering from the right is give by
dE
dv1
=&
1
4_b
(*21&_
2
b) A1l&
1
4_f
dv2
dv1
(*22&_
2
f ) A2r
+
1
4_p {
dv2
dv1
(*22&_
2
p) A21&(*
2
1&_
2
p) A12=
=
1
4_p_b(_f&_p)(*22&_f _p)
[&_p(_f&_p)(*22&_f_p)(*
2
1&_
2
b) A1l
&_p(_b+_p)(*21+_b_p)(*
2
2&_
2
f ) A2r
+[_f (_b+_p)(*21+_b_p)(*
2
2&_
2
p) A21
&_b(_f&_p)(*22&_f_p)(*
2
1&_
2
p) A12]]
=
1
4_b(_f&_p)(*22&_f _p)
[&(_f&_p)(*22&_f_p)(*
2
1&_
2
b) A1l
&(_b+_p)(*21+_b _p)(*
2
2&_
2
f ) A2r+4_f _b*
2
1*
2
2 _p(v2&v1)
+_f *22(*
2
1+_
2
b) A21+_b*
2
1(*
2
2+_
2
f ) A12
+4_f _b_p(*22&*
2
1) A(v1 , v2)(v2&v1)
&_f _2p(*
2
1+_
2
b) A21&_b_
2
p(*
2
2+_
2
f ) A12&_f _b _
5
p(v2&v1)].
Denote the inside of the braces by F1 . We also have
ul+_b(v1&vl)&_p(v2&v1)&_f (vr&v2)=ur ,
from which we obtain
\
*21+_
2
b
2_b
+
*21+_
2
p
2_p +
dv1
dvl
+\
*22+_
2
f
2_f
&
*22+_
2
p
2_p +
dv2
dvl
=
*l 2+_2b
2_b
&
dul
dvl
.
As (vl , ul) moves along the forward shock curve through (vo , uo), we have
uo&_ (vl&vo)=ul , or
dul
dvl
=&
*l 2+_ 2
2_
,
where
_ =+ fl& fo(vl&vo ) .
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Then, we derive the system similar to the previous case.
\a11a21
a12
a22+ \
dv1
dvl
dv2
dvl+
=\
O( |_p | ( |A(v1 , v2)|+|_p |+|v1&vl |+|v2&vr | ))
+ ,2_f _b_p \*l 2+_2b2_b +*l 2+_ 22_ +
where
a11=&2_f _b*41 *
2
2&*
2
1(*
2
2+_
2
f )(*
2
1&_
2
b) A1l+*
2
1(*
2
1+_
2
b)(*
2
2&_
2
f ) A2r
&_f *21*
2
2(*
2
1+_
2
b) _p+3_b*
4
1(*
2
2+_
2
f ) _p
+O(_2p+|_p | ( |v1&vl |
2+|v2&vr |2)),
a12=2_f _b*21*
4
2+*
2
2(*
2
2+_
2
f )(*
2
1&_
2
b) A1l&*
2
2(*
2
1+_
2
b)(*
2
2&_
2
f ) A2r
+3_f *42(*
2
1+_
2
b) _p&_b *
2
1*
2
2(*
2
2+_
2
f ) _p
+O(_2p+|_p | ( |v1&vl |
2+|v2&vr |2)),
a21=_f _b*21+_f (*
2
1+_
2
b) _p+_f _b _
2
p ,
a22=&_f _b*22+_b(*
2
2+_
2
f ) _p&_f _b_
2
p .
From this we obtain
det A=&4_f _2b*
4
1*
2
2(*
2
2+_
2
f ) _p&4_
2
f _b*
2
1*
4
2(*
2
1+_
2
b) _p
+O(_2p+|_p |( |v1&vl |+|v2&vr | ))
=&8*51*
5
2(*1+*2) _p+O( |_p | ( |vl&v1 |+|vr&v2 | )+|_p |
2),
dv1
dvl
=&
1
det A \4_2f _2b*21 *42 \
*l 2+_2b
2_b
+
*l 2+_ 2
2_ + _p+O(_2p)+
=
*2
(*1+*2)
+O( |vl&v1 |+|vr&v2 |+|vl&vo |+|_p | )>0,
dv2
dvl
=&
1
det A \4_2f _2b*41 *22 \
*l 2+_2b
2_b
+
*l 2+_ 2
2_ + _p+O(_2p)+
=
*21
(*1+*2) *2
+O( |vl&v1 |+|vr&v2 |+|vl&vo |+|_p | )>0.
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The other six cases are discussed in a similar manner. In each case the
Taylor series gives
(vr&v2)a=(vr&v2)b+\0&dv2dvl+b (vo&vl)b+O( |vo&vl | 2b),
(v2&v1)a=(v2&v1)b+\dv2dvl &
dv1
dvl+b (vo&vl)b+O( |vo&vl | 2b),
(v1&vl)a=(v1&vl)b+\dv1dvl &1+b (vo&vl)b+O( |vo&vl | 2b),
where the subscripts a and b stand for after and before the interaction,
respectively. Therefore, the right hand sides are evaluated with the values
of v’s before the interaction. From the above relations, we can easily obtain
(4.1). It may happen that the forward and the backward waves of the out-
going waves may not be the same as those of the incoming waves from the
right. Since the difference between the shock curve and the rarefaction wave
curve is the third order of the wave strength, this does not change the
results. K
Remark. Note that the following relation holds:
f is convex and (vo&vl)>0 is shock, (vr&v2)a<(vr&v2)b ,
f is convex and (vo&vl)<0 is rarefaction, (vr&v2)a>(vr&v2)b ,
f is concave and (vo&vl)<0 is shock, (vr&v2)a>(vr&v2)b ,
f is concave and (vo&vl)>0 is rarefaction, (vr&v2)a<(vr&v2)b .
Therefore, in particular if the convexity of f is different at v: and v; , and
(vr&v2)b=0, then the transmitted wave is different from the incoming
wave. Table I shows all possibilities when (vr&v2)b=0.
Also, note that (dv1 dvl )<1, which means that if (v1&vl)b=0, the wave
strength of the reflected wave is always less than that of the incoming wave
and that the incoming forward rarefaction wave is reflected as the back-
ward shock wave and vice versa. (See Table II.)
TABLE I
Incoming Wave Transmitted Wave
f is convex near v: , v; Rarefaction (Shock) Rarefaction (Shock)
f is concave near v: , v; Rarefaction (Shock) Rarefaction (Shock)
f is convex near v: and concave near v; Shock (Rarefaction) Rarefaction (Shock)
f is concave near v: and convex near v; Shock (Rarefaction) Rarefaction (Shock)
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TABLE II
Incoming Wave Reflected Wave
Rarefaction Shock
Shock Rarefaction
Next consider the case where the forward shock of the right family does
not enter the diamond; see Fig. 4.2. In this case we have to consider the
entropy rate that this shock wave carries. Denote the constant states in
Fig. 4.2 by (vo , uo), (vl , ul), (v1 , u1), (v2 , u2), (vrn , urn), (vro , uro), where
(vo , uo) is the state at W, (vl , ul) is the state at S, (vrn , urn) is the state at
E, and the wave strength of the forward wave connecting (vrn , urn) and
(vro , uro) is b 2 . If the strength of the forward wave of the left family is zero,
we want the resolution of the Riemann problem in the diamond to be the
same as the incoming waves of the right family. Otherwise we may create
a miscellaneous forward wave in the outgoing waves.
Lemma 4.3. Suppose that the state to the left of the phase boundary is in
the :-phase and close to v: and the state to the right of the phase boundary
is in the ;-phase and close to v; . Assume that the forward wave of the right
family is a shock wave and it does not enter the diamond. We require that
if there is no wave of the left family, the outgoing waves and the right family
of the incoming waves are the identical. Then, there exist neighborhoods of
v: , v; , such that if vo , vl , and vr are specified in these neighborhoods, we
have the following relation between the incoming waves and the outgoing
waves:
c1=b1+
*1
(*1+*2)
a2+O( |a2 | ( |b1 |+|a2 |+|_p |+b 2 2)),
c2=
*21
(*1+*2) *2
a2+O( |a2 | ( |b1 |+|a2 |+|_p |+b 2 2)), (4.3)
Po=Pi+\1&*1*2+ a2+O( |a2 | ( |b1 |+|a2 |+|_p |+b 2 2)).
Proof. As an example we consider the case where the backward wave
of the right family is a shock wave. In order that the outgoing waves and
the right family of the incoming waves are the same if there is no wave of
the left family, we must solve
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&
1
4_b
(*21&_
2
b) A1l&
1
4_f
dv2
dv1
(*22&_
2
f ) A2rn (4.4)
+
1
4_p {
dv2
dv1
(*22&_
2
p) A21&(*
2
1&_
2
p) A12=
=
1
4_f
dv2
dv1
(*22&_
2
f ) A2ro } v1=vrn , v2=vro ,
ul+_b(v1&vl)&_p(v2&v1)&_f (vrn&v2)=urn
or
&
1
4_b
(*21&_
2
b) A1l+
1
4_p {
dv2
dv1
(*22&_
2
p) A21&(*
2
1&_
2
p) A12=
=
1
4_f
dv2
dv1
(*22&_
2
f ) A2ro } v1=vrn , v2=vro , (4.5)
ul+_b(v1&vl)&_p(v2&v1)&|
vrn
v2
*(w) dw=urn .
Whether the forward wave of the outgoing wave is the shock wave or the
rarefaction wave depends on the relation between v2 and vrn . Only one of
(4.4) and (4.5) is compatible with the forward wave curve. The right hand
side of (4.4) and (4.5) are the entropy rates carried by the forward shock
wave of the right family which does not enter the diamond. Note that
1
4_f
dv2
dv1
(*22&_
2
f ) A2ro } v1=vrn , v2=vro=O(b 2
2).
Therefore, there is an O(b 2 2) correction. Performing the similar computa-
tion as in Lemma 4.1, we obtain an estimate of the strength of the outgoing
waves:
dv1
dvl
=&
1
det A \4_2f _2b*21*42 \
*l 2+_2b
2_b
+
*l 2+_ 2
2_ + _p+O(b 2 2) _p+O(_2p)+
=
*2
(*1+*2)
+O( |vl&v1 |+|vr&v2 |+|vl&vo |+|_p |+b 2 2)>0,
dv2
dvl
=&
1
det A \4_2f _2b*41*22 \
*l 2+_2b
2_b
+
*l 2+_ 2
2_ + _p+O(b 2 2) _p+O(_2p)+
=
*21
(*1+*2) *2
+O( |vl&v1 |+|vr&v2 |+|vl&vo |+|_p |+b 2 2)>0,
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where
det A=&8*51*
5
2(*1+*2) _p+O( |_p | ( |vl&v1 |+|vr&v2 |+b 2
2)+|_p |2).
From this we can easily obtain (4.3). K
5. EXISTENCE OF WEAK SOLUTIONS
In this section we prove the existence of global solutions via the Glimm
scheme. We will show that the approximate solutions (v, u)h, % (x, t)
constructed with the above method are bounded in the total variation
norm with respect to x # R for all t0 and consequently for almost all %
a subsequence [(v, u)n( j), %] converges to a weak solution of (1.1) and (1.2).
Lemmas 3.18 and 3.28 imply that even if voo(x) is in the stable state, the
metastable states may appear in the resolution of the Riemann problems.
Therefore, in order to prove the existence of global weak solutions, in what
follows we impose the initiation criterion as discussed in Section 2. We
denote by UL and UR the neighborhood of (v: , uc) and (v; , uc),
respectively, in which Lemma 3.15 applies.
Theorem 5.1. Suppose that the total variation of the initial perturbation
’ is sufficiently small. Then, there exist bounds O(1) depending only on
(vL , uL), (vR , uR), UL , UR , f, and L(Jo) such that for any I-curve J,
L(J )L(Jo)+O(1) ’,
(5.1)
|P(J)||P(Jo)|+O(1) ’.
This theorem also shows that the approximate solutions lie in UL _ UR
for each t. The proof of the theorem is done by induction and carried out
in the following lemmas. The first step is to show that (5.1) holds up to the
I-curve Jk. The second step is to show that (5.1) holds for the I-curve
J (n+1)k provided that it holds for the I-curve Jnk.
Define
A(J )= :
a # Wa(J )
|a|, (5.2)
Q(J )=Qoo(J )+KQop(J )+K2Qpp(J ), (5.3)
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where
Qoo=:$ [ |a| |b| : a, b # W(J ), a, b are on the same side of P],
Qop=: [ |a| |b| : a # Wa(J), b # W(J ), a{b]+ 12 : [ |a|
2 : a # Wa(J )],
Qpp=: [ |a| |b| : a, b # Wa(J ), a{b]+ 12 : [ |a|
2 : a # Wa(J )].
First we estimate the difference of L and P on I-curves J1 and J2 with
J1J2 . For this purpose we first consider the wave interaction in a
diamond qm, n . There are two cases depending on whether the phase
boundary enters the diamond. The case where the phase boundary does
not enter the diamond is treated in the same way as the previous literature.
Lemma 5.2. (Glimm). Suppose that the phase boundary P does not enter
the diamond. Then we have
ci=ai+bi+O( |a|+|b| ) Q(q), i=1, 2,
where Q(q)=$ |a| |b|.
In this case we have
|ci ||ai |+|bi |+K1Q(q), i=1, 2,
where K1 is a positive constant depending only on (vL , uL), (vL , uL), UL ,
UR , and f.
In the case where the phase boundary enters the diamond, we examine
the case where we assume that the phase boundary is in the right family of
incoming waves. Therefore, the strength of incoming waves is given by
a=[a1 , a2] and b=[b1 , Pi , b2], and the strength of outgoing waves is
given by c=[c1 , Po , c2]. There are only two nontrivial cases to consider.
They are depicted in Figs. 4.1 and 4.2. In the case of Fig. 4.2, b2=0. The
bar is used to show that b 2 does not enter the diamond. As the speed of
the phase boundary is close to zero, if the phase boundary enters the
diamond a1 will not enter the diamond. This holds provided that
(v, u)( } , t) # UL _ UR . This can be shown in the process of induction. In
either case the wave strength of outgoing waves is obtained from the
following calculation. Define
A(q)=|a2 |,
Q(q)=|a2 | |b1 |+|a2 | |b2 |.
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It is understood that b2=0 in the case of Fig. 4.2. In what follows we prove
the first step of the induction. This consists of Lemmas 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5.
Lemma 5.3. Consider the diamond centered at t=k which the phase
boundary P enters. Then, if b2 enters the diamond, we have
c1=b1+O(1) A(q),
c2=b2+O(1) A(q), (5.4)
Po=Pi+O(1) A(q).
If b 2 does not enter the diamond (b2=0) and it is a shock wave, we have
c1=b1+(O(1)+O(1) L(Jo)) A(q),
c2=(O(1)+O(1) L(Jo)) A(q), (5.5)
Po=Pi+(O(1)+O(1) L(J o)) A(q).
If b 2 does not enter the diamond and it is a rarefaction wave, we have (5.4)
with b2=0.
Proof. The Eqs. (5.8) are a simple consequence of Lemma 4.1. For (5.5)
we use Lemma 4.3 and the fact that b 2 is in L(J o). Therefore, we see
O( |b 2 |2)O(1) L(Jo). K
In this case we can bound (O(1)+O(1) L(Jo)) A(q)K2A(q), where K2
is a positive constant depending only on (vL , uL), (vR , uR), UL , UR , f, and
L(Jo).
Now we estimate the difference of L and P on I-curves J1 and J2 with
J1J2Jk. Then, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 5.4. Suppose J and J$ are two consecutive I-curves with JJ$
Jk and q is the diamond between them. Then, we have
Q(q)=2(Q(J )&Q(J$)),
provided L(J )(18K 3), where K=max[1, K1 , K2].
Proof. Case I. P is not in q. From the result of Chern [2], we
obtain
Q(J$)&Q(J )[&1+(K+2K 2+K3) L(J )] Q(q).
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Case II. P is in q. First we consider the case where b2 enters the
diamond; see Fig. 4.1. Let Jl and Jr denote the portion of J lying to the left
and the right of q, respectively. From Lemma 5.3 and (5.3) we see
Qoo(J$)&Qoo(J )=&|a2 | |b1 |+ :$
d # W(Jl)
|d | ( |c1 |&|b1 | )
& :$
d # W(Jl)
|d | |a2 |+ :$
e # W(Jr)
|e| ( |c2 |&|b2 | )
&|a2 | |b1 |+ :
d # W(Jl _ Jr)
K |d | A(q),
Qop(J$)&Qop(J )=&12 |a2 |
2&|a2 | ( |b1 |+|b2 | )& :
d # W(Jl _ Jr)
|d | |a2 |
+ :
e # Wa(Jl _ Jr)
|e| {2i=1 ( |ci |&|b i | )=
&|a2 | ( |b1 |+|b2 | )& :
d # W(Jl _ Jr)
|d | A(q)
+ :
e # Wa(Jl _ Jr)
K |e| A(q),
Qpp(J$)&Qpp(J )=&12 |a2 |
2& :
e # Wa(Jl _ Jr)
|e| |a2 |
& :
e # Wa(Jl _ Jr)
|e| A(q).
Therefore, from (5.3) we obtain
Q(J$)&Q(J )&Q(q).
Next we consider the case where b 2 does not enter the diamond; see
Fig. 4.2. Let Jl and Jr denote the portion of J lying to the left and the right
of q, respectively. From Lemma 5.7 and (5.3) we see
Qoo(J$)&Qoo(J )= &|a2 | |b1 |+ :$
d # W(Jl)
|d | ( |c1 |&|b1 | )
& :$
d # W(Jl)
|d | |a2 |+ :$
e # W(Jr)
|e| |c2 |
 &|a2 | |b1 |+ :
d # W(Jl _ Jr)
|d | (O(1)+O(1) L(Jo)) A(q),
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Qop(J$)&Qop(J )=&12 |a2 |
2&|a2 | |b1 |& :
d # W(Jl _ Jr)
|d | |a2 |
+ :
e # Wa(Jl _ Jr)
|e| [ |c1 |&|b1 |+|c2 |]
&|a2 | |b1 |& :
d # W(Jl _ Jr)
|d | A(q)
+ :
e # Wa(Jl _ Jr)
|e| (O(1)+O(1) L(J o)) A(q),
Qpp(J$)&Qpp(J )=&12 |a2 |
2& :
e # Wa(Jl _ Jr)
|e| |a2 |
& :
e # Wa(Jl _ Jr)
|e| A(q).
Therefore, from (5.3) we obtain
Q(J$)&Q(J ) &Q(q). K
We denote by 4J1 , J2 the diamonds between J1 and J2 . We have the
following relations up to the I-curves of the diamonds centered at t=k.
Lemma 5.5. Let J1 and J2 be the I-curves satisfying J1J2J k. Then,
we have
Q(4J1 , J2)2(Q(J1)&Q(J2)), (5.6)
A(J1 , J2)A(J1)&A(J2)+KQ(4J1 , J2), (5.7)
L(J2)&L(J1)K[A(J1)&A(J2)+Q(J1)&Q(J2)], (5.8)
P(J2)&P(J1)K[A(J1)&A(J2)+Q(J1)&Q(J2)]. (5.9)
Proof. The inequality (5.6) is an easy consequence of Lemma 5.4 and
(5.7) can be obtained from Lemma 5.2 and the fact that
A(q)=A(J )&A(J$),
where J and J$ are consecutive and JJ$. The q is the diamond between
them. If the phase boundary enters the diamond between J and J$, from
Lemma 5.2 we see
L(J$)&L(J )=|c1 |+|c1 |&|a2 |&|b1 |
(O(1)+O( |b 2 |2) |a2 |
K[A(J )&A(J$)].
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If the phase boundary does not enter the diamond, from Lemma 5.3 we
have
L(J$)&L(J )K[Q(J )&Q(J$)].
Repeating this result, we obtain (5.8). We can prove (5.9) in a similar
manner. K
Now we prove the second step in the induction. We assume that (5.6)
through (5.9) hold up to t=nk. Let Nc be the vertex N of the diamond cen-
tered at t=(n+1) k which the phase boundary enters. Construct the curve
|l consisting of NW sides of diamonds starting from Nc to the initial line
and the curve |r consisting of NE sides of diamonds starting from Nc to
the initial line. Denote by Wo and Eo the points on the initial line at which
|l and |r meet the initial line, respectively. Denote by I o the portion of J o
between Wo and Eo . Also denote by I ol and I
o
r the portion of I
o to the left
and right of the phase boundary. Define 4, 4P , 4l , and 4r in the following
way:
4 Union of diamonds between |l and |r lying above I o.
4P Union of diamonds which the phase boundary passes
through in 4.
4l Union of diamonds in 4 to the left of 4P .
4r Union of diamonds in 4 to the right of 4P .
Denote by /l and /r the boundary between 4l and 4P and between 4P
and 4r , respectively. Let L+right(/l) be the sum of the magnitude of the
forward rarefaction waves leaving /l and E +right(I
o
l) be the sum of the
magnitude of the forward rarefaction waves entering I ol . The minus sign is
used for the corresponding quantities for shock waves. The quantities for
the right waves are defined similarly.
Lemma 5.6. We have
L+right(/l)+|L
&
right(/l)|+L
+
left(/r)+|L
&
left(/r)|O(1) L(J
o).
Proof. We apply the argument of [11, pp. 2639] to 4l and 4r . Note
that all the right waves enter 4l are through I ol and all the left waves enter
4r are through I or . Using (5.6)(5.8) we see that
L+right(/l)+|L
&
right(/l)|E
+
right(I
o
l)+|E
&
right(I
o
l)|+O(1) Q(4l),
L+left(/r)+|L
&
left(/r)|E
+
left(I
o
r )+|E
&
left(I
o
r )|+O(1) Q(4r). K
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Lemma 5.7. Assume that the phase boundary P enters the diamond
centered at t=(n+1) k. Then, we have
c1=b1+(O(1)+O(1) L(Jo)) A(q),
c2=b2+(O(1)+O(1) L(Jo)) A(q), (5.10)
Po=Pi+(O(1)+O(1) L(J o)) A(q),
where b2=0 if the forward wave of the right family does not enter the
diamond.
Proof. The difficulty arises when the forward wave or backward wave
of the wave family containing the phase boundary does not enter the same
diamond as the phase boundary does and it is a shock wave. In this case
the entropy rate that this wave carries should be taken into account when
we estimate the strengths of the outgoing waves containing the phase
boundary. As we advance in time with the Glimm scheme this effect will be
carried into the future and it accumulates each time the shock wave of an
outgoing wave family of a Riemann problem containing the phase bound-
ary does not enter the same diamond as the phase boundary. Therefore, in
general in Lemma 4.3 we have
dv1
dvl
=O(1)+O(1) : |vrn&vro | 2+O(1) : |vln&vlo | 2,
where the second term is the accumulation of the entropy rate due to b 2 ’s
and the third term is the accumulation of the entropy rate due to a 1 ’s
through this process. We have the same expression for dv2 dvl . The
estimate for these terms are given by
O(1) : |vrn&vro |2+O(1) : |vln&vlo |2O(1)(L(/l _ /r))2
O(1) L(/l _ /r),
where
L(/l _ /r)#L+right(/l)+|L
&
right(/l)|+L
+
left(/r)+|L
&
left(/r)|.
Using the approximate conservation laws, we estimate
L(/l _ /r)L(Jo)+O(1)(Q(4l)+Q(4r))
L(Jo)+O(1)(Q(Jo)&Q(J )),
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where J is any I-curve with JJnk containing 4l and 4r between J and J o.
Therefore, we have
O(1) : |vrn&vro | 2+O(1) : |vln&vlo |2O(1) L(J o).
From this and Lemma 4.3, we obtain (5.10). K
Now we can use Lemmas 5.4, 5.5, and 5.6 with t=(n+1) k to complete
the induction step.
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